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Abstract. We examine the bending of a Mindlin-type thermoelastic plate when
the source terms are time-harmonic with angular frequency oj , and sufficient time
has elapsed for the system to have reached a steady-state. We show that in an in-
finite plate the solution can be represented as the sum of five waves all but one of
which exhibit damping. By formulating appropriate radiation conditions we prove
uniqueness results for exterior boundary value problems subject to certain regularity
assumptions and a condition on the angular frequency of oscillation.

1. Introduction. In time-harmonic problems for the wave equation [1]:

r)2
c2Au + f{x,t) = —j (t > 0,xeR2) (1.1)

dr
(here / is a vector of sources and u is the displacement vector), the time depen-
dence of all sources of disturbance is assumed to be harmonic. That is, they may be
represented in the form

f(x, t) = Re[F(x)e~iu"] (1.2)

where F may be a complex-valued function of position. It is now reasonable to
assume that the solution takes the form

u{x, t) = u(x, t) + Re[C/(x)e"""'] (1.3)

where again, U may be complex-valued. The first term on the right-hand side of
(1.3) is called the transient solution and the second term the steady-state solution.
The initial conditions influence the system only through the transient part while the
boundary conditions are assigned to U(x). We now assume that a sufficiently long
period of time has elapsed so that the transient part u(x, t) has vanished [2], Hence,
if we are interested in the response of the system long after the monochromatic
excitation began to act, the steady-state part constitutes the solution no matter what
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the initial conditions. The initial-boundary value problem is then replaced by a
boundary value problem that simplifies the analysis.

The study of such "steady-state" solutions for (1.1) leads to the well-known prob-
lems for the reduced wave equation (see, for example, [3]).

In this paper we study steady-state solutions of thermoelastic plate bending by ap-
plying the above reasoning to the linear thermoelastic thin plate model introduced in
[4]. As in the case of (1.1), the simplifications leading to the reduced wave equations
of thermoelastic bending lead, in certain cases, to a loss of uniqueness because of the
appearance of proper oscillation frequencies. In the case of exterior boundary value
problems for the reduced wave equation from (1.1), uniqueness is usually guaranteed
by imposing the Sommerfeld radiation condition [1]. A similar approach is taken by
Kupradze in [5] for the general equations of elasticity and thermoelasticity.

The equations considered here, however, display characteristics not previously
encountered in the literature. The main difficulties arise when we try to apply
Helmholtz's theorem to a solution of the bending equations in the exterior do-
main. The decomposition is not as straightforward as in classical thermoelasticity
[5]. Only one part satisfies a Helmholtz equation so that we can impose only one
Sommerfeld-type radiation condition. Nevertheless, with repeated applications of
Rellich's Lemma and standard results from potential theory [3], we prove unique-
ness results for corresponding boundary value problems of the Dirichlet, Neumann,
and mixed-type for the bending of an infinite thermoelastic thin plate with a hole.

Steady time-harmonic oscillations are an important state in their own right, fre-
quently occurring in practical applications, but also very significant in the study of
full dynamic problems [5].

The thin plate theory on which our model is based is presented in [6] and compared
to classical plate theory, in the case of flexural waves, in [7],

Throughout the paper Greek and Latin subscripts take the values 1, 2 and 1, 2,
3, respectively, summation is carried out over repeated indices, x = (x, , x2) and
x = (xl, x2, x3) are generic points referred to orthogonal Cartesian coordinates in

2 3R and R , respectively, a superscript T indicates matrix transposition, (• • •)„ =
d(---)/dxa, A is the Laplacian, and Stj is the Kronecker delta. For simplicity we

use the same symbol to indicate both a point and a position vector in R2. Also,
vector functions are not distinguished from scalar ones, their nature being obvious
from the context.

2. Basic formulation. Let 5x[-^, -Ji] be the region occupied by a homogeneous
2 • 2thin elastic plate, where 5 is a domain in R bounded by a simple closed C -curve

dS and 0 < hQ = const. < diamS is the thickness. We assume that, in addition
to mechanical loads, the plate is subject to an unknown temperature distribution
t(jc, , x2 , x3 , t) (t is time) measured from a reference state of uniform temperature
distribution tq , at which temperature the plate is free from thermal stresses and
strains. It is further assumed that the plate is elastically and thermally isotropic.
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The equations of motion for the bending of a Mindlin-type thermoelastic plate are
[4]:

q22 2 2 O Uh (A + n) grad div u + p(h Au - u - grad w3) - grad u4 = ph —j - H, (2.1)
dt

d^u-.
fi(Au3 + divu) = p—f-F^, (2.2)

dt

Aw4 - ~ J/a^2(3^ + 2//)^diyM = N. (2.3)

Here we have u = w(xa, 0 = (w, , w2, 0)T; w3 = u3(xa, t);u4 = u4(xa, t) =

/-V2 <**3 ; H = H(Xa ' 0 = (^1' HV °)T ' ^3 = ^ ,05^ = 7V(Xq , 0 ;
2 2h - h0/12; A and are the Lame constants; er denotes the thermal strain; a is

the coefficient of thermal expansion; t] — (2p + 3A)ar0//l0; K = AQ/{pc)\ p and
c are, respectively, the mass density and specific heat of the plate, and A0 > 0 is
the (constant) coefficient of thermal conductivity. It should be noted that H and
F} characterize resultant body forces and couples, and forces and couples on the
plate's faces; N is a known quantity that represents heat generation within the plate
and measurements of temperatures of the faces and in the surrounding medium. In
accordance with the plate assumptions [4] characterize displacement and u4 the
resultant "thermal moment" on the plate's middle surface.

In what follows we assume that

p> 0, c>0, a>0, p>0, 3A + 2/u>0, tq>0. (2.4)

Suppose now that all source terms are separable with respect to space and time and
that the time dependency is periodic, e.g.,

H(xa,t) = Re[m(xa)e-iM], (2.5)

where co G R+ is the frequency of oscillation and m = mw + im(2) is some complex-
valued vector function. If sufficient time has elapsed for the transient part of any
solution to (2.1)—(2.3) to have vanished, we can also write

uj(xa , t) = Re[ui.(xa)e_,G"], (2.6)

u4(xa,t) = Re[v4(xa)e-wt], (2.7)

i.e., we assume that the system has reached steady state. The equations (2.1)—(2.3)
then become

2 2 2 2h (A + p.) grad div v + p(h Av - v - grad v}) - grad v4 + ph co v = -m, (2.8)
2/4Ai>3 + div v] + pco v3 = -/,, (2.9)3 ■

10) . . ,2,~KAv4 + —v4 + icorjah (3A + 2p) div v — -n, (2.10)

where /3 and n are the counterparts of F3 and N, respectively, from relations
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similar to (2.5) and v = v{xa) = (v,, v2, 0)T . Equations (2.8)—(2.10) constitute the
equations of steady thermoelastic oscillations for the bending of the plate.

3. Decomposition of a regular solution. The function <f>, defined in the domain S,
2 1will be called regular in S if <j) £ C (5) fl C (5 U dS). In what follows we consider

regular solutions of the homogeneous system from (2.8)—(2.10), i.e.,

2 2 2 2h (A 4- n) graddiv v + p{h Av - v - gradi>3) - gradv4 + ph co v = 0, (3.1)
2H[Av3 + divv] + pco = 0, (3.2)

Av. + ~-v. + icorjah2( 3A + 2/x) divw = 0. (3.3)A.

This is without loss of generality since, as in [5], if m, /3, and n are sufficiently
smooth, then the problem of solving (2.8)—(2.10) reduces to that of solving (3.1)—(3.3)
and the construction of a particular solution in the form of a Newtonian potential.

As in [5] we can prove the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Any regular solution of (3.1)—(3.3) is infinitely differentiable in its
domain of regularity.

The main result of this section concerns the decomposition of any regular so-
lution to (3.1)—(3.3) into vector fields representing a combination of damped and
undamped waves. The complicated nature of the system (3.1)—(3.3) means that this
decomposition is not as straightforward as in the case of classical elasticity [5].

Theorem 3.2. In the domain of regularity any regular solution of (3.1)—(3.3) admits
a representation of the form

U = (v , v3, v4) = (i>(1) + v(2), v3, v4) (3.4)

= (3.5)
i=i

where

(A + ̂ XA + ̂ KA + AV =0, curl?;(1) = 0; (3.6)
{A + kl)v{2) = 0; divu(2) = 0; (3.7)

(A + AjHA + ̂ XA + Aj)^ = 0; (3.8)
(A + A^)(A -(- Aj)(A + = 0; (3.9)

(A + A^(1) = 0; (A + A5K(2) = 0; (A + k])^] = 0; (3.10)

(A + A2K(4) = 0; (A + A3K(5) = 0; (3.11)
,2_d_ k2h2 - 1 2 _ pw2
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2—Xt are the roots of

3 , (, ; 2 , , 2 k}k} \ 2 f ico . 2 , 2, ,2,2 f, 1 \ \
X + ^ + *, + ^ + + ^-(*, +k2) + klk2 ^ +

+ ^^ = 0;

, 2 , 7 2 _ fc2(l + 3//) , 2,^2 _ nk2{k2h2 - 1)
1+ 2~ A + 2^ ' k^~ h\X + 2n) '

and
02 = (i(orjh2( 3A 4- 2/i)a)~1.

Proof. Letting

v(1) = —/z2(A + 2//)graddivt> + /*gradv3 + gradvj,

= ~a curl curl w ,
U

and proceeding as in [8], we obtain (3.4) and (3.6)-(3.9). Next, write

VW = (M(1), u3, u4), v(2) = (U(2), W3, w4), V(3) = (v(2), 0, 0),

where

(1) _ (A + A2)v(1) (2) _ (A + A>(1) _ _ (A + A22)v3
U i2 j2 ' U ~ :2 ,2 ' 3 ~ i2 ]2 '

2 1 1 2 2 1

_ (A + A2)?;4 _ (A + A|)v3 _(A + A2)v4
"4 ~,2,2' W3 ~ ,2 J2 ' 4 -.2 j2 *

a>2 ^ j 2 1 2

Then,

(A + xJ)(A + A2)F(1) = 0, (A + A2)(A + A2)F(2) = 0, (A + k2)V^ = 0,
and

3
[7 = (t,(1) (3.12)

1=1

Now, if

,(,)_ (A + A2)F(1) e(2) (A + A2)F(,) b(3) (3)
^ *? «? ' ^ ^ 'A3 - A, A, - A3

r(4) (A + A2)F(2) ^(5)_ (A + A2)F(2)
c a2-a2 ' c a22-a2 '

from (3.12) we obtain (3.5) and from (3.6)—(3.9), we obtain (3.10) and (3.11). □
2Note 3.3. If we impose the condition a> > CJh [8] where Ct = n/P is the speed

of transverse waves in an infinite elastic medium, then kt > 0 and (3.5) is seen to
represent the sum of five waves, four moving with different speeds and all damped
except for the shear wave, which is unaffected by the thermal effects.
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4. Radiation conditions. The steady-state system (3.1)—(3.3) is more amenable to
mathematical treatment than its full dynamic counterpart (2.1)—(2.3). However, as-
sociated boundary value problems for (3.1 )-(3.3) lose the uniqueness property proved
for the corresponding initial-boundary value problems for (2.1)—(2.3) [4], This loss
of uniqueness can be explained by the presence of eigenfrequencies in (3.1)—(3.3).
In bounded regions there is no unique solution for a discrete spectrum of eigen-
frequencies. In the case of unbounded regions (exterior boundary value problems)
uniqueness can be secured by requiring that any solution of (3.1)—(3.3) satisfy radia-
tion conditions similar to the Sommerfeld radiation condition for the wave equation
[3],

Let S+ = S and S = R2\(S+ U OS).
Definition 4.1. Let x e S~ . Then any solution (v, v3, v4) of (3.1)—(3.3) is said

to satisfy a radiation condition if, as |x| = R —> oo,

(ii — - dv^ — i
vW(x) = o(R 2), {X) = 0(R ');

a

(2) — — OV^ (21 ——
V{2\x) = 0(R 2), -—-{x)-ik/2\x) = 0{R 2);

v3{x) = o(R~h, ^-(X) = 0(R~1)-,
a

vA{x) = o{R~i), (x) = 0(R~{).
a

Note 4.2. Only v(2) satisfies a vector Helmholtz equation. Hence, only w(2) has a
Sommerfeld radiation condition.

5. Uniqueness Theorem. As in [4] we represent stress at a point x by the (3 x 1)-
matrix

P(dx, n(x))W(x) (5.1)

where P(dx, n(x)) is the (3 x 4)-matrix differential operator defined by

Ptj{dx, n{x)) = Tu(dx, n{x)),
Pa4(dx, n(x)) = ~na(x),

Pu{dx, n{x)) = 0,
TT.j are the elements of the stress operator in the elastostatic case [6], n = (nv n2, 0)

an arbitrary direction in the plate's middle surface, and W(x) = (v{, v2, v3, v4)J .
Write (3.1)—(3.3) in the form

0 0 y
u{x) - gradi>4 = 0,

ph2a>2 0 0
A(dx) + | 0 ph2a>2 0

0 0 pco2 (5.2)
ico 1 n

4 + YVa + T = °'
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where here, u(x) = {vx, v2, i>3)t and A(dx) is the (3 x 3)-matrix from elastostatics
[6], i.e., A(dx) = A(d/dx ) = A(£ ) is the matrix

' h2{iA + h2(A + fi)£2 -h h2(A + n)£,£2 -/^
h2{^ + fi)^i2 h2nA + h,2(X + fi)£l -n ~h£2

v£\ VA
Denoting the complex conjugate of u by u and using the relation [6]

f [uJA{dx)u + 2E(u, u)]do = [ uJ(Tu)dS,
Js+ JdS

we can write

/,
   J    [uA(dx)u - u gradv4 + 2E(u, u) - v.d\\u]da

= [ [uT(Tu) - n • v4u]dS. (5.3)
hs

From (5.2)2 and the identity

[ [v4\vA + grad vA • grad v 4 ] do = [ v, ^ dS,
Js+ JdS an

we obtain

ip / \vfda+ f |gradv4|2 da - [ v4^AdS = -^-f i>4di wda. (5.4)
•K Js+ Js+ Jds on 02 Js+

From (5.2), , (5.3), and (5.4) we have

/,
-pco2(h2|Uj|2 + h2\v2\2 + |w3|2) + 2E(u, u) + + d2\gradv4\2 da

= [ urPWdS + d7[ v.^p-dS. (5.5)
Jos Jos 9n

Taking the complex conjugate of (5.5), subtracting this from (5.5), and noting that
E(u, u) = E(u, u) [6], we obtain

ld2 Js+ | grad v4\2 da = [«TPW - uTPW + d2 dS. (5.6)

Equation (5.6) is instrumental in proving the following uniqueness theorem.

Theorem 5.1. The solution, regular in S~ , of Eqs. (3.1)—(3.3) is identically zero
if it satisfies a radiation condition, co > CJh , and one of the following boundary
conditions on dS:

(i) W = 0,
~dn(ii) PW = 0,^ = 0,

(iii) U = 0, ^ = 0,
(iv) PW = 0, v4 = 0,
(v) dS = Ufc=1 dSk with the &th boundary condition above given on dSk .
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Proof. Let dKR be the circumference of a circle KR , radius R , sufficiently large
to enclose dS. Applying (5.6) in the domain KRf)S~ and the boundary conditions
give

267 / | gradvj2 afer

dv. dv.
u'PW-u'PW + 9, +

1 \ 4 an 4 an
= [ uTPW - u PW + 02 (

JdKR L V
The right-hand side of (5.7) can be written as

J ^JTu-uTnv4 - uTTu + uTnv4 +d2 + v4^^-) dS

f T x T (  T  T dv,
= \v Tv-v Tv + iilv3v n-v3v n-v3~—^- + v3

JdK0 L V an

dS. (5.7)

dv3
dn

_t t _- u nvA + u nvA + 02 | vA+ v
dv4 _ dv4
dn 4 dn

dS. (5.8)

Writing v = i>(1) + v(2) and applying the radiation condition, (5.8) becomes

f [(^fTv^-^YTv^dS + od)
JdK„

From [7],

= [ {{v(2))T[Tv{2) - ih2nk,v(2)] - v{2)[Tv{2) + ih2fik3v{2)]
JdKR

+ 2ih2nk3\v^2)\2} dS. (5.9)

Tv^ — ih2 = o(R 1/'2). (5.10)

Letting R —> oo in (5.7) and using (5.9), (5.10), we obtain

i02 [ | grad v.\2 da + h2 nk3 lim [ \v(2'|2 dS = 0. (5-11)
Js~ R^°° JdKR

2The conditions (2.4) and a> > CJh ensure that both id2 and h nk3 are positive.
Hence (5.11) yields

lim [ \v^\2 dS = 0; [ | gradvJ2 da = 0. (5.12)
JdKR Js~

(5.12),, (3.7)j together with Rellich's Lemma for the Helmholtz equation [3] yield

v(2) = 0 in 5". (5.13)

(5.12)2 yields vA = c = constant in S~ . However, the imposed radiation condition
means that c — 0 so that

v4 = 0 in S~. (5.14)
From (3.3), (3.7)2 , and (5.14) we have

divi> = divy(1) = 0 in S . (5.15)
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(3.2) and (5.15) now give
2

(A + k2)v3 = 0 in S , k2 = > 0. (5.16)

The radiation condition implies that

lim f
Jgt

|f,|2 dS = 0. (5.17)

(5.16) and (5.17) now yield
v3 = 0 inS~ (5.18)

on application of Rellich's Lemma. Finally, from the proof of Theorem 3.2,

.(1) _ J_r uh

However, (5.14), (5.15), and (5.18) imply that

v = —a[-h (A + 2fi)graddivv + /igradi>3 4- gradvj.

w(l) = 0 in S . (5.19)

Hence, from (5.13), (5.14), (5.18), and (5.19) it follows that v = v(l) + v(2) - 0,
v3 = 0, and v4 = 0, i.e., vt = v2 = v3 = vA = 0 in S- . □

Note 5.2. Similar results can be proved for the micropolar thermoelastic plate
model introduced in [4],
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